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The Virtual Organizational Development Forum is pleased
to announce the first in a series of virtual learning events
presented by Dr. Earl T. Braxton. Earl is the President of
Edge Associates, a consulting and training firm that
specializes in building the capacity of senior executive
leaders in the corporate and human services sectors.
In his decades-long practice, Earl has developed
organizational models for diagnosing and resolving
conflict, trust, and productivity Issues. These issues often
stem from covert dynamics and hidden dysfunctions, which cannot be seen or
named because they have become embedded in an organization’s systems and
processes. These patterns become particularly troublesome during times of
innovation and change. Earl coaches organizational leaders in the skills necessary
to guide changing systems, build sustainable structures, design effective
processes, craft creative solutions, and support effective performance. One of
Earl’s signature strengths is in discerning the power of language and its impact on
a leader’s ability to manage change.

What is the “Language of Change”?
We usually talk about change as if it is a monumental event: “this happened, and
then everything was different.” But change is a process that occurs in increments.
The first paradox of managing change is that we are driven to make sense of what
is happening. We need to understand it. But when our own language
misrepresents what is actually happening, we can’t hear, understand, or deal with
the truth about it.
The truth about change is that it is not a “thing”; it is a multi-layered experience
of conflicting emotions, shifting roles, and unclear boundaries. In times of change
we need ground under our feet while we simultaneously surrender to and try to



influence the unknown. To accomplish all of this, we need language that creates
an accurate mental picture for us so we can give meaning to what is happening in
the moment.
Language is the cornerstone of good judgment and valid decisions. Earl often tells
his clients, “If you don’t shape your system, your system will shape you.” In this
interactive presentation Earl will share his techniques for “translation” that
enable participants to clarify, interpret, and understand what is occurring, so they
can formulate a response that shapes and reshapes the action in an intentional
direction.

What Is Available to You at this Event

This virtual learning event draws upon the theoretical and methodological
approaches of the Tavistock and NTL traditions, and incorporates experiential and
other conceptual modalities. The event is designed to give you:

 A transformed understanding of what change is, and what is required to
negotiate change successfully;

 A new “vocabulary” for accurately describing the experience of change;

 An appreciation for the disruptive power and awesome potential when roles
and boundaries are changed out of awareness rather than in reaction;

 Skill in communicating the experience of change to others in a way that
addresses their fears and concerns with compassion but not compromise;

 Opportunities to practice these new skills in real time with Earl and the other
participants.

Event Logistics

 When: Saturday November 1, from 1:00 to 2:30pm

 Who Should Attend: Consultants, Leaders, Senior Executives, and
Managers in changing organizations.

Fee and Payment Methods: You can pay electronically, just go to
http://www.infospan.com/services.html and scroll to the bottom of the
page and click on the Paypal button.

VODF, NTL, Group Relations org. members and students, select Discount
Fee, all other attendees select Regular Fee and pay the required amount.
If you choose to pay by US mail, please send a check or money order not
later than Wednesday October 22, to Carl Jennings Infospan, LLC PO Box
1713 Rockville, MD 20849.



For those of you paying by mail, please remember to email your
registration form, before or not later than when you mail your payment,
to: vodf@infospan.com so that your registration is processed in a timely
manner.

Enrolment in this event is limited. To register CONTACT CARL JENNINGS at
vodf@infospan.com by Wednesday October 15 to reserve your space and
resolve any connectivity issues that may emerge in a timely way, before the
event, to ensure an optimal participant experience.


